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This handy guide resurrects the fine art of frugal housekeeping with over 500 tips on saving
money throughout the home and garden. Learn creative ways to cut back, pinch pennies,
reduce, recycle, and re-use. Want to save on the grocery bill? Buy the whole chicken rather
than individual cuts. Get more wear out of your wardrobe? Add a dash of salt to the washer to
keep your darks from fading in the laundry. Lovely vintage-inspired line drawings and a
beautiful foil-stamped cloth cover make this an ideal stocking stuffer or newlywed gift. Best of
all, Penny Saving Household Helper is a bargain in and of itself.
“Beautiful designs . . . children will love the whimsical results.” —Publishers Weekly Learn to
make an adorable collection of knitted animal toys with these new patterns by the author of My
Knitted Doll, Louise Crowther. Louise brings her unique style of coordinated knitwear with cute
colorwork details to this new collection of toy animal knitting patterns. There are a total of
twelve knitted animals—each with their own unique personality and style. The animals all have
the same basic body, with a few color variations and tail additions, so the clothes can be mixed
and matched between them to create endless outfit possibilities. Choose your favorite animals
and outfits and have fun making the perfect gift for friends and family.
Introducing the first official Harry Potter knitting book—a deluxe guide to creating over 25
authentic Harry Potter knits based on the iconic films. Channel the magic of the Harry Potter
films from the screen to your needles with the ultimate knitter’s guide to the Wizarding World.
Featuring over 25 magical knits pictured in gorgeous full-color photography, this book includes
patterns for clothing, home projects, and keepsakes pulled straight from the movies—and even
includes a few iconic costume pieces as seen on-screen. With yarn suggestions based on the
true colors used in the films, projects range from simple patterns like the Hogwarts house
scarves to more complex projects like Mrs. Weasley’s Christmas sweaters. A true fan musthave, this book also includes fun facts, original costume sketches, film stills, and other behindthe-scenes treasures. Harry Potter: Knitting Magic is sure to have fans everywhere summoning
needles, conjuring yarn, and practicing their best knitting wizardry.
Quirky, historic, and sophisticated: get to know all sides of Charm City with Moon Baltimore.
Explore the City: Navigate by neighborhood or by activity with color-coded maps See the Sites:
Visit the birthplace of the Star-Spangled Banner, seek out Edgar Allan Poe's historic
gravestone, or take the whole family to the National Aquarium. Have a picnic at Baltimore's
Washington Monument, shop the locally owned boutiques of "The Avenue," or get lost in the
stacks at the beautiful George Peabody Library. Marvel at the works of Warhol and Pollack at
the Baltimore Museum of Art or trek to the top of Federal Hill for some sweeping harbor views
Get a Taste of the City: Crack open a dozen steamed crabs, feast on fried crab cakes, or opt
for soft-shell when it's in season. Indulge in a huge breakfast with a Baltimore twist, sample topnotch tapas in a former machine shop, or peruse the Farmer's Market & Bazaar for fresh fish
and other local specialties Bars and Nightlife: Have a pint at the centuries-old bar The Wharf
Rat, enjoy everything from table tennis to a burlesque show at The Windup Space, or sneak
into a top-secret speakeasy for the cocktail du jour Honest Advice from Charm City native
Jennifer Walker on the best local businesses and under-the-radar hotspots Flexible, strategic
itineraries including a two-day best of Baltimore and ideas for families and foodies, plus day
trips to Annapolis, Frederick, and more Tips for Travelers including where to stay, how to
safely bike the city, and more, plus advice for LGBTQ visitors, seniors, and families with
children Maps and Tools like background information on the history and culture of Baltimore,
easy-to-read maps, a section of full-color photos, and neighborhood guides from Inner Harbor
to Fell's Point With Moon Baltimore's practical tips and local know-how, you can plan your trip
your way. Extending your trip? Check out Moon Virginia & Maryland. Want to explore more
east coast cities? Try Moon Washington D.C. or Moon Philadelphia.
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On a cold afternoon in a cold little town, where everywhere you looked was either the white of
snow or the black of soot from chimneys, Annabelle found a box full of yarn of every colour. It
seemed like an ordinary box. But it turned out it wasn't.
Children of all ages will love the charming knitted toys featured in renowned knitwear designer
Bliss' latest imaginative collection. Many of the projects can be completed in a matter of hours,
and clear instructions, easy-to-follow charts, and a full-color photo for each original project
mean that even less-experienced knitters will have no difficulty following the patterns.
The tangled life of the knitter is the subject of inspired nuttiness in 300 tongue-in-cheek
meditations from the Yarn Harlot, Stephanie Pearl-McPhee. At Knit’s End captures the
wickedly funny musings of someone who doesn’t believe it’s possible to knit too much and
who willingly sacrifices sleep, family, work, and sanity in order to keep doing it. Covering
everything from the deadly “second sock syndrome” to a pile of yarn so big it can hide a
washing machine, this hilarious collection will have knitters in stitches!

The May or June issue of 1885-1900 (July issue of 1899) includes the report of the
institute's president for 1885-1900.
After a brush with the law, Ben, a dyed-in-the-wool worrier, must take up a new hobby
and chooses knitting, an activity at which he excels but must try to keep secret from his
friends, enemies, and sports-obsessed father.
Detailed and timely information on accommodations, restaurants, and local attractions
highlight these updated travel guides, which feature all-new covers, a dramatic visual
design, symbols to indicate budget options, must-see ratings, multi-day itineraries,
Smart Travel Tips, helpful bulleted maps, tips on transportation, guidelines for shopping
excursions, and other valuable features. Original.
Sixteen easy-to-follow projects include Panda Bear, British Bear, Goldilocks and the
Three Bears, Roosevelt Bears, more. Helpful illustrations complement easy-to-follow
instructions. Clothing patterns included.
From fox stoles to wall-mounted moose heads to tiger rugs—hip projects that will
unleash the animal lover in every knitter! Faux Taxidermy Knits offers you fifteen
fabulously quirky and fun knitting patterns that tap into the massive trend for taxidermyinspired craft projects with an ironic twist! Split into two sections, wearables and habitat,
this unique book includes knitting patterns from moose and badger wall hangings and
tiger rugs to fox stoles and paw mittens for the modern, young knitter looking for
something different and new to create. The style of the book is contemporary and fun
with modern-retro photography to compliment the quirky nature of the projects.
“Capture the essence of stately home chic (and pretend you’re an extra from Downton
Abbey) with the selection of kitsch knitting patterns inside Faux Taxidermy Knits.”
—Interweave “Some of the patterns are brilliant. For example, the ‘tigerskin’ rug is a
masterpiece.” —WendyKnits “A wonderful book for the quirky, whimsical and curious . .
. and no animals will be harmed!” —DemonicProgress
Insiders' Guide to Richmond is the essential source for in-depth travel and relocation
information to Virginia's capital city. Written by a local (and true insider), this guide
offers a personal and practical perspective of Richmond and its surrounding environs.
Her mother remained a mystery in life…and in death Libby Cartwright hadn't planned on
inheriting a yarn shop from her estranged mother. But that was before she found her
favorite childhood stuffed animal amidst the dust and moldering yarn. And before she
encountered a motley crew of locals determined to resurrect the store. So what else
had Mom been hiding? Running Metropolitan Knits means Libby still has lots to learn.
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About knitting. Motherhood (who ever said raising a daughter was easy!). And even
romance. For quiet Hal O'Connell, an unlikely—and unattached—new customer, turns out
to be a kindred spirit. As the Grand Reopening approaches, Libby learns to knit two
together—in knitting and in life….
Contains all the instructions you need to bring a flock of characterful birds to life. This
book also includes photographs and instructions for techniques such as sewing up,
stuffing, and creating legs that will let your birds stand, perch or even cling to your
finger.
Design your own dolls with this amazing book of mix-and-match crochet patterns.
Building up from the basic body, add hairstyles, hats, outfits and accessories to capture
your family, friends and favourite people in crochet form. The flippable pages make it
easy to follow the patterns in any combination. You could make a countless number of
different dolls, or you could make one doll with an extraordinary wardrobe. The book
has two flip sections: First choose who you want to make with the top ‘head’ flip – you
could make your mum, grandad, sister, best friend, favourite actor or pop star – or even
yourself! Next choose what they are going to be with the bottom ‘outfit’ flip – with
costumes for an astronaut and a princess, a ballerina and a footballer, a mermaid and a
pirate, a surgeon, a punk and more. With step-by-step instructions for all the basic
crochet techniques that are needed, this is perfect for beginners. In addition to the flip
pattern pages, there are 12 pages of colour photography showing how easy it is to
combine the different flip costumes with the additional hats, clothing and hairstyles to
make impressive modifications such as a wizard or a bride and groom. With tips on
choosing the right skin tones, styling hair and adding facial features, the only limit is
your imagination!
Contains easy-to-follow instructions for making over 50 knitted toys in a selection of
colours, ranging from tiny toys that take no time to knit to a large pair of dolls with sets
of removable clothing. Only basic knitting skills are required.
Provides instructions on knitting twenty bears in a variety of outfits.
A new story collection featuring 26 adventures across time and space! The Heroes and
Monsters Collection brings together our favourite short stories from the last ten years of
Doctor Who. In these tales the Doctor and his companions face the Daleks, the
Cybermen and many more terrifying foes. Also includes three brand-new stories for
2015, featuring the War Doctor, Clara and the Twelfth Doctor. With all the humour and
thrilling action of the iconic television programme, the Heroes and Monsters Collection
is a wonderful read for any Doctor Who fan.
People Knitting is a charming tribute in vintage photographs and printed ephemera to
the ever-popular, often all-consuming, craft of knitting. When women posed with their
knitting in the earliest nineteenth-century photographs, it demonstrated their virtue and
skill as homemakers. Later, knitting became fashionable among the wealthy as a sign
of culture and artistic ability. During the two world wars, images of nurses, soldiers,
prisoners, and even knitting clubs composed of very serious small boys—all with heads
bent down, intent on knitting items (especially socks) for the troops—abounded. In the
1950s and 1960s, as snapshots became ubiquitous, knitters took on a jauntier air,
posing with handiwork held proudly aloft. People Knitting is a quirky and fascinating gift
for the knitter in your life.
Make adorable hand-knit playthings, featuring clever twists on classics and enchanting
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reversibles and interactive toys. Kids love toys, and toys you make yourself are extraspecial. If you could buy these imaginative playthings in stores, they would fly off the
shelves! This book features stuffed animals, including a luscious lamb and a gigantic
giraffe, and finger-puppet fruits that will delight babies and toddlers. With step-by-step
directions, clear diagrams and drawings, and gorgeous photographs, knitters of all
levels will find it easy to make the Pull-Toy Mama Duck and Ducklings, the set of
Russian nesting dolls, and the Princess and the Pea Set. Even older kids will enjoy
these, as well as the Felted Bouncy Ball, a felted version of a Super Ball that's perfect
for indoor play. A series of five reversible toys—a frog that turns into a turtle, a mouse
that changes into a cat, an egg in a nest that transforms into a blue bird, and so
on—showcases the creativity that makes Susan B. Anderson a star in the knitting world.

There are few problems that can't be fixed by a golf bag full of money. At least,
that's what overwhelmed mom of four Dannie Treat thinks when she stumbles on
the cash stashed in her garage. But she soon discovers that the bills are about
as fake as her missing husband's supposed death. The paper trail leads her to
Guy Loughran, whose wife also disappeared recently…along with the mob money
Guy borrowed to open his own saloon. Now, less than twenty-four hours after
meeting Guy, they are headed to the Caribbean in search of the truth. Maybe it's
the umbrella drinks or the dirty dancing, but Dannie is about to become a widow
in paradise. Good times… Free bonus book in this volume! Suburban Secrets by
Donna Birdsell—Truth or Dare: it's not just for slumber parties anymore.
"Christina Tree is New England's premier guidebook author" —Yankee Magazine
This completely revised, expanded, and updated twelfth edition covers all corners
of the Green Mountain State from its vibrant arts scene to its quiet country roads,
the austerity of the Northeast Kingdom, and all points in between.
“Engaging . . . tangled stories of family relationships, expectations and traditions
. . . compelling, regardless of the reader’s experience with the craft.”—Portland
Press Herald In Knitting Pearls, two dozen writers write about the transformative
and healing powers of knitting. Lily King remembers the year her family lived in
Italy, and a knitted hat that helped her daughter adjust to her new home. Laura
Lippman explores how converting to Judaism changed not only Christmas but
also her mother’s gift of a knitted stocking. Jodi Picoult remembers her
grandmother and how through knitting she felt that everlasting love. And Bill
Roorbach remembers his freshman year in college when knitting soothed his
broken heart and helped him fall in love again. Other contributors include Steve
Almond, Ann Leary, Christina Baker Kline, Lee Woodruff, and knitting rock stars
Jared Flood of Brooklyn Tweed and the Yarn Whisperer, Clara Parks. With
knitting patterns from renowned stores such as Purl Soho, Hill Country Weavers,
and Churchmouse Yarns, Knitting Pearls is by turns delightful and heartbreaking,
joyous and wise. These personal stories by award-winning writers celebrate the
moments of loss and love intertwined in the rhythm, ritual, and pleasure of
knitting.
Highlighted by profiles of a number of artisans and farmers, this beautifully
illustrated handbook presents thirty original knitting patterns, ranging in difficulty
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from basic to advanced and in style from traditional to contemporary. Originally
published as Knitting in America. Reprint.
This book is a toy chest filled with inventive patterns! Knitters will love creating
this collection of 60 cool toys, which range from tools like a hammer and
screwdriver to a ballerina doll. Whip up a menagerie of stuffed animals, a jumbo
tic-tac-toe board, hand puppets, or a unique medieval set with a king, queen,
dragon, and castle! Every project will capture your heart."
Stephanie Pearl-McPhee is back again with more knitting enjoyment to reveal the
purest elements of her woolly craft obsession, frustration, reflection and fun.
FREE RANGE KNITTER has the same wide appeal to knitters as her first book YARN HARLOT - and her unique and humourous look at her obsession is written
so that knitters of every skill level can appreciate, laugh and relate to her
experiences.
Presents an introduction to knitting, discussing the basics of yarn selection,
techniques, design, and stitch variations that can be implemented for scarves,
shawls, hats, gloves, and socks, with tips from expert knitters.
In this warm, wise, and witty memoir, Wendy D. Johnson takes a look at her lifelong obsession
with “casting on” as she chronicles her journey from a crudely self-taught, left-handed
beginner to one of the world’s most prolific knitters—not to mention premier knitting bloggers.
From the virtues of learning how to knit the perfect sock, to the compulsive need to stash
exquisite skeins of yarn in every crevice of one’s home, this is the perfect book for every
knitter. Wendy also offers tips for avoiding errors, thoughts on knitting gifts for others, and
more than twenty original patterns for knitters of every level of expertise: from the ridiculous
and irreverent (a cell phone cozy) to the absolutely sublime (your very own luxurious Nordic
style pullover).
The definitive guide to the Green Mountain State Christina Tree and new coauthor Rachel
Carter have more lovingly than ever updated the Explorer's Guide to Vermont, especially since
floods in August 2011 caused by Tropical Storm Irene devastated so many of the communities,
businesses, iconic covered bridges, and scenic backroads in the state. As these towns and
storefronts rebuild, so have Tree and Carter This 13th edition of Explorer’s Guide Vermont
reviews hundreds of dining and lodging options from the remote reaches of the Northeast
Kingdom to quaint Manchester and bustling Burlington. The authors offer great
recommendations for the most rewarding spots to visit—artists’ studios, farmers’ markets,
historic sites, and more—and highlight the best biking, hiking, swimming, winter sports,
horseback riding, fishing, and paddling. Enjoy four seasons of events and activities; whether
you’re a visitor or a resident, you’ve got to get this guide!
Toy KnitsMore Than 30 Irresistible and Easy-to-Knit PatternsMacmillan
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